[The characteristics of the engorgement of the eye vessels in the dynamics of the burn process].
Peculiarities of eye blood filling in dynamics of a burn process of different severity have been studied in 29 patients with mild burns, in 19--with moderate, in 56--with severe, and in 32--with extremely severe. It is found that changes in ocular vessels blood filling correlate with severity of the burn, the degree of the development of the burn process. The usage of rheopolyglucine and cavinton in a complex treatment of eye burns positively influences the course of the burn disease. The degree of the increase of eye blood filling is in inverse dependence on the degree of destructive changes in eye tissues. Restoration of blood filling as a result of the usage of rheopolyglucin and cavinton in the shortest terms after burn stimulates the stoppage of inflammatory-destructive changes and acceleration of regenerative processes.